### By the Numbers

**Academic Year 17-18**

**October 2017**

---

**Overall Student Body**

1,200+ Students enrolled for Academic Year 2017-18

54% Female 46% Male

---

**Class of 2021 Application Cycle**

11,500+ applicants

442 offers of admission

361 students in the class of 2021

4% admit rate

82% yield rate

Largest single nationality on campus is UAE Nationals, with 51 in the Class of 2021

After the UAE, the next most represented countries in the Class of 2021 are:

- **United States**
- **India**
- **South Korea**
- **China**
- **Egypt**
- **Pakistan**

88 different nationalities represented

---

**Class of 2021 Standardized Testing**

(Testing data only reflects students who chose to submit the SAT, ACT, or IB to fulfill NYU’s testing requirements)

- **SAT**
  - 1460 (median score out of 1600)
  - Middle 50%:
    - Math: 700-780
    - English Reading & Writing: 650-750

- **ACT**
  - 32 Out of 36-point scale

- **International Baccalaureate**
  - 39 Out of 42-point scale

---

**Language Data**

115+ languages spoken by students

**Class of 2021**

71 languages spoken

90% speak two or more languages

42% speak three or more languages